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Abstract 
Recent events, such as Three Mile Island-2, Brown's Ferry-3, and Crystal Rivftr-3, have 

demonstrated that complex accidents can occur as a result of dependent (common-
cause/mode) failures. These events are now being called Systems Interactions. A proce
dure for the identification and evaluation of Systems Interactions is being developed by 
the NRC. Several national laboratories and utilities have contributed preliminary proce
dures. As a result, there are several important views of the Systems Interaction problem. 

One vi'-vv is that an enhanced Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) with expanded 
boundary conditions and more emphasis on dependency analysis can solve the Systems 
Interaction problem. Alternative approaches include generic analysis, minimum-cut-set. 
common-cause/mode analysis, and digraph-fault tree analysis. 

A second view is that techniques mathematically equivalent to the fault-oriented risk 
analysis of PRA may offer more complete or more efficient analytical or computational 
handling of dependent failures. This view seeks to explore the utility of a digraph-matrix, 
succi'SH-arientcd approach. 

A third point of view suggests the possibility of either heuristic or simplistic 
graph-based techniques. Heuristic techniques assign to a safety system a score based on 
some system characteristics. 

Th i s r epo r t r e v i e w s s o m e f u n d a m e n t a l m a t h e m a t i c a l b a c k g r o u n d of both 
fault-oriented and success-oriented risk analyses in order to bring out the advantages and 
disadvantages of each. In addition, it outlines several fault-oriented/dependency analysis 
approaches and several success-oriented/digraph-matrix approaches. The objective is to 
obtain a broad perspective of present options for solving the Systems Interaction problem. 
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Some Fundamental Aspects of 
Fault-Tree and Digraph-Matrix 

Relationships for a Systems 
Interaction Evaluation Procedure 

1.0 Introduction 

I.J Background 

Originally, nuclear reactor design was completed without a formal risk analysis. Instead, design basis 
accident scenarios were postulated, and the reactor systems were designed to safeguard against release of 
radioactive materials under these accident conditions. Of course, scenarios could always be devised under 
which the reactor would release radiation. The need to balance the likelihood of a scenario with its 
consequences eventually led to the landmark Reactor Safety Study in 1975."' Subsequent risk analyses 
took on a standard format of Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA). Event trees were used to describe the 
sequence of events that led to core damage. The resulting accident sequences identified critical reactor 
systems, normally the reactor safety systems and the main feedwater system. 

With this approach, fault trees are used to determine the failure probability for each system in the 
accident sequence. The dependence among safety systems is captured in event trees, while the depen
dence of two systems upon the same support system is captured in the fault trees. However, the crucial 
assumption in risk analysis has always been that basic events, the last events in the fault tree, are 
independent, i.e., P(A A B) = P(A) . P(B). 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Recent events such as Three Mile lsland-2," Brown's Ferry-3,"'' ; K ; , ° ' 1 - and Crystal River-3,1B have 
demonstrated that complex accidents can occur as a result of dependent (common-cause/mode) failures. 
These events are now being called Systems Interactions. These events have led us to the realization that 
the assumption of independence can, in some cases, be a serious error. This requires us to consider 

|P(A A 8) - P(A) • P(B)| = < . 

In other words, the difference between the actual dependency of basic events and the simple product 
approximation of independence leads to an error. <. One way to resolve c is to extend the fault tree 
analysis to a level of resolution where the new basic events are actually independent. This procedure 
would lead to an enhanced PRA. Alternatively, a statistical correlation analysis of the dependency, along 
with a sensitivity analysis." could be used to find out when P(A. P(B) is a good approximation to 
P(A A B). 

In an attempt to reduce i, recent risk analyses, such as the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program 
(1REP), have included more of the instrumentation and control and support system dependence in fault 
trees; nevertheless, limited computational capability, lack of failure data (on support systems and human 
error), and limited modeling resources have necessitated assumptions that omit some dependence from 
each analysis. The elimination of these restrictive assumption is the essence of the Systems Interaction 
problem. 
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1.3 Our Approach to the Problem 

In this report we explore some of the fundamental mathematical aspects of fault-oriented and 
success-oriented risk analysis in order to find mathematically equivalent techniques. In addition, we 
outline several fault-oriented and digraph-matrix approaches. Our objective is to offer insight into the 
advantages and disadvantages of viable Systems Interaction approaches. 

We present the equivalence relationship between success-oriented (path-sets) expressions and 
failure-oriented (cut-set) expressions for a uniquely specified graph model. Then we explain that when a 
fault tree is constructed for a system with a specified top box that considers only a limited number of all 
possible failure modes, that fault-tree analysis represents a subset of a success-oriented analysis. 

Furthermore, we discuss and illustrate the analytic difficulties of minimizing a Boolean expression, 
where such difficulties arise from e'.her a fault-tree or a success-oriented analysis. We state that even 
using third-generation computers (such as CDC 7600) and Nelson's algorithm (double complementation) 
to find the complete set of prime implicams, the size of expression that the computer can minimize is 
limited. This limitation has always been the reason for preferring fault-ori?nted analysis for systems 
which are large and complex. Indeed, it was this limitation which caused the restriction of PRA to the 
safety-system level, to the exclusion of support systems, shared environmental conditions, and dynamic 
human error. 

Unfortunately, recent reactor accidents have demonstrated that this level of modeling is inadequate. 
In Section 3.2, we discuss risk assessment alterations that expand and enhance the PRA approach without 
exceeding available computer limitations. 

While such approaches seem adequate to redress the Systems Interaction problem, they have been 
criticized for lack of completeness. That is, the fault-tree analysis requires an analyst to flawlessly use 
deductive reasoning as he works down from the top box to the basic events. There is no explicit math
ematical algorithm that will result in a uniquely correct fault tree. Indeed, there is often significant varia
tion between analysts modeling the same system. For this reason, a success-oriented method would be 
preferable. In Section 2.5 we explain how. once a representative digraph of the system is constructed, a 
urique path-set solution (and therefore unique cut-set solution) is found by using adjacency matrices, 
teachability matrices, and Boo)ean minimization. Nevertheless, we realize that even with fourth-
generation computers, such as CRAY-1, the combinatorics of a success-oriented analysis would face 
severe computer limitation in the Boolean minimization of the model. 

There is, however, an alternative. If we could partition the system digraph model into independent 
subgraphs, then the matrix and Boolean manipulations could be solved separately. Correctly partitioning 
the digraph while saving computations puts a greater burden on the analyst. Subgraph independence also 
becomes a problem. 

1.4 Organization of the Report 

In Section 2 we review some fundamental mathematical aspects of fault-tree and digraph-matrix 
methods, including the algebra of logic, the algebra of sets. Boolean algebra, and graph theory. 

In Section 2.6 we show the interrelationship between fault-oriented and success-oriented (reliability) 
analysis in order to demonstrate the relationship of cut sets to path sets. This is an important relationship 
to appreciate, since it provides comparisons of the various approaches. 

In Section 3 we present preliminary outlines of Systems Interaction identification procedures for both 
fault tree and digraph-matrix approaches. Fault-oriented approaches, including PRA, generic analysis, 
minimum cut-set common-cause/mode analysis, and digraph fault-tree analysis, are presented in Section 
3.2. Section 3.3 introduces success-oriented, digraph-matrix approaches. 



2.0 Fundamental Mathematical Background 

2.1 Overview 

Specified tasks are usually accomplished using several branches of mathematics. Fault-tree analysis, 
for example, requires the use of Boolean algebra (which is related to the algebras of logic and sets), graph 
theory, and computer science (for Boolean reduction and manipulation). In this section, ive present some 
fundamental mathematical aspects of these disciplines This background will illustrate how these disci
plines can be brought together to provide either fault-tree analysis or a mathematically equivalent 
success-oriented digraph-matrix analysis. The objective is to determine if analyst effort and/or computer 
analysis can be made more efficient in addressing the Systems Interaction problem, lor readers familiar 
with Boolean algebra and the relationship between path-sets and cut-sets, a summ.irv is given in Section 
2*6. 

2.2 Review of Logic 

There are many ways of operating on propositions to form new propositions An operation is said to 
be rruth-ftjm'honai if the truth value (truth or falsity) of the resulting proposition is determined by the 
truth values of the propositions from which it is constructed. The investigation of truth-functional opera
tions is called the algebra of logic, although its subject matter forms only one branch of modern math
ematical logic."""-'' 

Negation is the simplest common example of a truth-functional operation. If A is a proposition, then 
its denial, not A, is true when A is false and false when A is true. We use i to stand for negation. 

Another truth-functional operation is conjunction. We shall use A & B to stand for the conjunction (*• 
and B). The truth table for & is 

A B A & B 

T T T 
F T P 
T F F 
F F F 

There are four possible assignments of truth values to A and B. The only row in which A & B has the value 
T is the first row. where each of A and B is true. "A V B" stands for A or B or both . In its truth table, the 
only case where A V B is false is the case where both A and B are false. The expression A \, B is called a 
disjunction (of A and B). 

A B A v B 

T T T 
F T T 
T F T 
F V F 

For any truth-functional operation, i.e.. any truth table, we can introduce a special symbol, called a 
connective, to indicate thai operation. Thus the symbols "1, &, v. —, — are connectives. These five 
connectives suffice for most practical purposes (where —, — are conditional and biconditional connec
tives, respectively). 

By a statement form (in the connectives 1, i , V, —', ") we mean any expression built up from the 
statement letters A, B, C A,, B,, C, ... by a finite number of applications of the connectives 1 , &, v , J , 
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1 
A statement form A logically implies a statement form B if, and only if, every assignment of truth 

values making A true also makes B true. Examples: 
• A logically implies A. 
• A logicallv implies A V B. For whenever A is true, A V B also must be true. 
• A & B logicallv implies A. 
Literals are the statement letters A, B, C, and the corresponding denials of statement letters 1 A, ~IB, 

IC. Bv a fundamental conjunction we mean either a literal or a conjunction of two or more literals no two 
of which involve the same statement letter, for instance, ~iB, A & B, lA, , and A St C are fundamental 
conjunctions, while i ]A, A & B & A, B & A & C & IB are not fundamental conjunctions. 

One fundamental conjunction A is said to be included in another B if all the literals of A are also 
literals ol B. For example, A & B is included in A & B, B is included in A & B, and ~1C & A is included in A 
& B & IC, hut B is not included in A & IB. 

A statement form A is said to be in disjunctive normal form (dnf) if either A is a fundamental 
conjunction or A is a disjunction of two or more fundamental conjunctions, of which none is included in 
another, lor example, the following statement forms are in dnf 

• B 
• iC v C 
• A * ( IB & C) 
• (A & IB) v ( ?A & iB & C) 

Everv statement form which is not a contradiction is logically equivalent to a statement form in disjunctive 
normal form. 

We can summarise the algebra ><i logic as a set of statements A and connectives ~1, &, v . as 
(A. ~1. &,v) . 

2.3 Review of Sets 

A set is any collection of objects. In most cases, sets are defined by means of a characteristic property 
of the objects belonging to the se t . """ - " Following am some of the basic principles used. 

Notation: for a given property P(x), !x:P{x)! denotes the set of alt objects x such that P(x) is true. 
The sets A and B are equal if, and only if, A dnd B have the s^rrip members. 
Whenever P(x) is a property satisfied by no objects at all, then x:P(\) is a set having no members. A 

set with no members is called the null set or empty set. 
Given sets A and B, their union A U B consists of all elements of A or B or both. Thus 

A L1 B = lx:x t A v x i B|. Recall from Section 2.2 that v stands for the inclusive "or". 
If we represent the elements of A and B by points within two circles (a Venn diagram), then their 

union consists of all points lying within either of the two circles. 

A B 

GO 
Given sets A and B. their intersection A r* b consists of all objects which are in both A and B. Thus, 

A r B = lx:x ( A & x < B) • 

Important relations between unions and intersections are given by the distributive laws 1": 

First Distributive Law: A n (B J C) = (A n B) U ( A D C ) . 
Second Distributive Law: A u (B '-• C) = (A U B) 1 (A o C) . 

The complete fixed set of concern. X'. is called the universal set. 
We use A to define the negation of A. 
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The union and intersection of subsets of X are again subsets of X. When we restrict ourselves to 
subsets of X, there is still another operation which can be introduced- If A C \ . Ihen the complement A of 
A is defined to be A = |x: x < X & X / A ! . 

V\e can summarize the elgebra of sets as the set of sets S and operators - . ~ , . as \S. - . " . J V 
In general, a uniform way of determining the set-theoretic operation corresponding to a given logical 

truth function is to express the latter in terms of ~1. &, v . and then replace 1, i . \ by . n . .. 
respectively. The statement letters need not be replaced, since thev can serve .is set variables in the new 
expression. More explicitly, an isomorphism exists between (A, 1, & . > and <S. . . ' 

2.4 Review of Boolean Algebra 
Basics 

By a boolean algebra we mean a set IS together w i t h two binary operations ' and . on V> a unary 
operat ion ' on 13, and two specific elements D and 1 of B such that the f o l l ow ing axioms h o l d ' " 

• l o r anv x and v in B, x •. v v v \ < 
Communiativr I a u s i ;or ,in_i x and y in B, x ' v = y . x 

l'or anv x, y, / n> 3. x A (v .' z) - (x ' v) v (x r /) 

l o r anv x, v. / in B, x v (v •' / ) - (x \ v | / (x » / ) 
Distribute e Laws 

l o r any \ in B, \ •• 0 V 

l o r any x in B, \ / 1 •--• \ 

For anv \ in 8, X \ y.' - 1 
Tor anv x in B, X A x ' = 0 
0 ^ 1 * 

A Boolean algebra can be designated by a sextuple (B. ' , . . '. l>. 1>.'' '"-' Terminology 
• x A v is called the meet of x and v. 
• x v y is called the jo in of x and v. 
• x' is called the complement of x. 
• 0 is called the zero element. 
• 1 is called the unit element. 
By a Boolean expression we mean any expression built up from the variables \, y, / v \ . . x :, y ; . z ; , ... 

bv applying the operations A, v , ' a finite number of times. In other words, if al! variables are Boolean 
expressions, anci if .- and n are Boolean expressions, so are (r .' IT), (T . n) jnd (r'), 

A statement form A of the algebra of logic and a Boolean expression r are said to correspond if r 
arises from A bv replacing i, &, \ by ', " , \ (respectivelv) and bv replacing ;he statement letters A, B, 
C. A ; , B., C[, .. by x. y, z, x ; , y,. z. . (respectively). 

Given a Boolean algebra and a Boole^r; 'Expression built up o! variables (x ;, ..., x n) bv applving 
operators (/• . v , '), we can determine a corresponding Boolean function f(x, x.) or f(x). For each (x, 
x,), assigning values (v^ v j respectively, and interpreting the Boolean expression, we find fiv, v„). 
If (v, v„) are into (0, 1), then f(v, v„) is also into (0, 1) 

It is well known 1 4 ' " that svstem fault-oriented logic diagrams such as fault trees and success-
oriented reliability diagrams can be mathematically represented by Boolean functions f(x), where x = (x,, 
..., x n) are the binary variables representing the system's components. When t(x) is an increasing function 
and each component is relevant, we call f(x) a coherent structure function.1 A Once we have modeled a 
svstem and found its equivalent Boolean representation, we wish to eliminate irrelevant Boolean symbols 
through minimizing the Boolean expression. 

The minimization problem consists of determining methods for finding a simplest equivalent expres
sion (see Table 1). Since all that matters about the given expression is the truth function that it determines. 
the1 minimization solution amounts to finding one simplest expression (or all of them) defining a given 
truth function. 

To achieve this, recall that: 
• literal = statement letters A. B, C. ... and their denials A', B', C". ... 
• fui.dainental conjunction (f.c.) s a literal or a conjunct ( " ) of two or more literals, no two of 

which involve the same statement letter 



Table 1. Boolean algebra theorems. 

Theorem 

/I . \\ 
\ 

I t 
0 0 

In ' vl ' / 
l« vl • <» 

Identity 
\'ull ek-monts 
Mempotcnt 
Cumplemcnt 
Involutftin 
Commutative 
\ssotialivt-
Oisfributivt' 
Absorption 

Consensus 
Di'Mor^jn's 

• '1' is a disjunctive normal form (dnf) if cither: 
• sta'cment r\' is a fundamental conjunct or 
• 'I' is a disjunction of two or more f.c. of which none is included in another. 

• Let '1- - AB'C v ABD .' ABCD' v AB'C 'D 
• then ("<,'; =• number ol literals - 1-1 

do •• number of disjunct* - 4 
• for 'i'. and <K •*. is vw/i/.r if (A;,, -J [•:,._ 

and Ati: -L dr/*_ and at least one of these relations is "strictly less than"). 
• A dnf 'l> is minimal (mdnf) for a statement form A iff <J> is logically equivalent to A and no other 

dnf is simpier than •!'. 
The stafje is now set to minimize the Boolean expression. The next subsections will demonstrate how 

Hi accomplish this. 

Prime Implicants 

To minimize a Boolean expression bv finding its prime lmplkants: 
• Let A be a statement form. 
• A fundamental conjunction ^ is .1 prims imphcnnl of A if * implies A, but A is not logically implied 

bv anv other fundamental conjunct included in yV. (Note: whenever sp*.cp limitations require ive w'M 
replace f bv juxaposition where it ir, not confusing.) For example: 

Let A =' AB v AB'C •/ A'B'C 
- AB v (A \. A') B'C 
=• AB ,- B'C bv consensu^ law (see Table 1). 

A - AB v B'C V AC Thus AB. B'C. AC are pnrr.i? implicants However, at this point, there is no way 
of knowing if these are ni'f the prime implicnr.ts 

• A mdni of A need not be a disjunction of <il! the prime implicants of A 
• If M' is a f.c. and <1> is a dnf. then ty is superfluous in (<!' V <jt) whenever <1> ~ C» V yV (means tt> 

subsumes *!'). 
• A onf is irredundant if it contains no superfluous terms. 
• An irredundant dnf is a disjunct of prime implicants. 
• Anv minimal dnf must be irredundant, but an inedundant dnf need not be an mdnf. 

The Consensus Method for Finding Prime Implicants 

The consensus method for finding the prime implicants is: 
• Let f|. f, be two fundamental conjunctions. If there is only one letter A which occurs negated in f| 

and unnegated in f;. then f, .' f: is formed -y deleting A and A' and omitting repetition of any other 
literal This gives the consensus of f, anii f,. For example: 

f, =-- ABC. f- = ABD, 
f| .'•. f, = ACD, 
then f,, f- - AB'C v ABD v ACD . 

6 
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* The consensus method consists < f '"• 
(I) eliminating anv disjunct which includes another, 
0) adding the consensus of anv two disjuncts as a disjunct, and 
(3) repealing (1) and (2) unti; no longer applicable 

As an example, we can write AD . ED' --; AD v ED . AL The tolUnvig also illustrate the 
procedure; 

•!' - ABCD , ABCD' . A'BC'D v A'B'C' . AC'D' 
'1' • AIJCD . A'BC'D , A B C . AC'D' lahs.vptmn law) 
'I- - A15CD , A'BC'D > A B C . AC'D' . AC 'IT (consensus ol .-* IK 
* •-- ABCD . A'B'C' v AC'D' J A'C'D (absorption) 
* = ABCD . V B C v AC'D' » A'C'D ,' BCD' (consensus C I A IU 

-\ B'C \ t D is added) 

\C 1> H i D b added 
Hence, prime implicates - (ABCD ,-\ \VC AC'D', A'C'D, B C D ) 

The Consensus Method Tor Hiiding the Minimal dnf 
Once all the prime nrtplicants are found, it might seem ^ J U M N C :O mm tin- :n:n;nu! tint s e m r 

methodologies first expand the prime -.mplkants to the lull distune. ; iw tony t u ' i is •,'o-sit |c to avoid this 
by using irredundant dnfs, then comparing the irredundant dnfs anil pukinK <'lJt :he '' jrrni.il one As M~\ 
evamplo, we tan continue the illustration above 

A BCD A B C AC 'D' A'C'D , B C D ' 

Minimal^ supcrtluuus disiuncts Check to see if t is logicalb equivalen' 'e -I- . 1 I his :s inie it 
'1' * f,. For each literal in 'l\ replace it in I, by true and the negation M tha, literal bv tafse (see Table 2) 

From Table 2 w see that rows 2 and i form a tautology and r-re therefore superfluous. Nevt w hud 
the irredundant dnf and select the minimum Irredundant dnf equals: 

n , n , tT , (rr . * r. . rl-.) (rr^ V (T- n ,) 
i , T . I T , (7; fT. v <r! <7- n , fj^ \ a. f j ; /J . o~, 
fi, a* <r; a, V o, o, a 4 a; (absorption). 

so rr, (i. »., CT. and IT, u, <J4 (1̂  are the two irredundant dnf; since they are the same si/e either can be selected 
as the iTidnt. Choosing the first one gives 

mdnf = ABCD •.' A'B'C' ; AC'D' -. A'C'D . 

From these last sections we realize that the analytic reduction of large Boolean equations requires the 
computer capabilities of cornplev codes such as tho Set Equation Transformation System (SETS). This is a 
program for manipulating Boolean equations which is both general and flexible It can accommodate 
complemented events and special i,ates. SETS can solve the Boolean equation of a fault tree for the 
complete set of prime implicants. 

One of the most serious limitations of fault-tree analysis, howtver, is the computatioral spate limits 
of present-day computers. Even the most efficient computers, such as CRAY, are limited in the size of the 
Boolean equation it can efficientlv reduce For this reason, merely drawing larger and larger fault trees to 

Table 2. The replacement of literals in 4>. Rows 2, 5 form D 
A - A' = 1 tautology. 

D' — 1 tautology and 

« l 

ABCD 

ABC» 1 
VH'C 1 
A C i r 1 
A'C'D 1 
B ' C i r F 
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respond to the ^vsiem In t ens ion problem is not a completely satisfactory solution. Efficient wrvs of 
handling the dependency anaJisjs mus: bo found. 

2.5 Bas ic G r a p h T h e o r y 

Graph theoFV is one of the simplest and most elegant subjects of modern mathematics, with a wide 
variety of applications. Based on the simple idea of points connected by lines, graph theory combines 
these ingredients into a rich assortment of forms with flexible properties, making the subject a useful tool 
tor studying mrm\ kind-- of svsu'tnv 

The term network ' is f'v.jtiently u^ed instead of "graph," especially when quantitative chaiacteris-
tics are imparted to the poiivs and lines. We can speak, for example, of electrical networks, project 
networks, and flow networks. ,n which quantitative measures of energy, effort, and flow, respectively, are 
associated with the edges 

In this section the mmvp* of ,1 graph is introduced, first as a geometric structure consisting of points 
(vertices) in spate connected t.i\ a system of turves (edges), and then in abstract terms. 

liverv graph of interest is abstractly identical (with respect to those properties of interest in graph 
theop,) with an appropriate geometric graph 

A geumelrn graph, V, î  a set V ivy of (mints and a set E |e.) of simple curves satisfying the 
fo/fowrng condition4-

• Even closed turve in I contains precisely one point of V. 
• I:- ery open curve in E_ umtains precisely two points of V, and these agree with its end points. 
• i he curves in I. have mi common points, except for points of V. 

Thus graph S = (V \iV 
A geometric graph is simply a geometric confirmation or structure consisting of a set of points 

connected bv a set ol nonmterseeting continuous curves. 
Many familiar Mruc",'res may {when idealized) be regarded *'S geometric graphs. A system of high

ways, for example, can b« idealized as a graph by ignoring the width of roads and considering junctions to 
he roiMs. 

A graph is said to be a tree if it is connected and has no circuits. .More generally, a graph which is free 
ol circuits and consists of k connected components is sometimes referred to as a forest of k trees. The 
concept of a tree plav* a cer r.ii role in many aspects of graph theory. A graph is a tree if and only ii every 
pair of distinct vertices is joined bv precisely one chain. Connectivity implies the existence of at least one 
chain, while the absence of circuit- implies the existence of at most one chain. 

Where the emphasis is on wa\ s ot separating sets of vertices from one another, the concept of a 
cut-sc-i becomes important for example, in the study of flows through networks, one looks at cross 
sev'fo-is or cut-sets- of the netnork to separate ficnv origins from destinations in order to find a restrictive 
cross section which constitutes a bottleneck 

In main situations r. is necessa v to associate an orientation or direction with each edge of a graph. In 
the tase ot a geometric graph thi-. can be interpreted as a directum of traversal of the edge, whereas in the 
case ot an abstuct graph it nv/>ns merely that the end points ot each edge are distinguished from each 
other hv ordering them. Thus 'he onlv structural differences between an undirected graph and a directed 
nraph (also ; il'ed digraph) r- viat the end points of an edge continue* an ordered rather than i\n xinor-
dt red pair ot vertices 

An arc of length n is a sequence of (not necessarily distinct) arcs, a,, a : .., a„, stun that for an 
appropriate sequence of n - 1 vertices, v,. \ } . .. , v,.. we have a, — [vt j,y,) for i -• 1, 2 n. ! :or example. 
in the figure the sequence a,, a,, a., a, forms an arc progression of length 4 with v„ v>, v2, v, as the 
corresponding sequence ot vertices 

v 3 3 1 v2 
• *•. • ^v 

••( )>y< V > 
• - « - • — — • 

«, a 6 ^ 

S 



An open (closed) arc progression in a directed graph determines a corresponding open (dosed) edge 
progression in the associated undirected graph. The converse is not generally true, however. For example, 
in the figure above, the sequence a t , a ,̂ a^ determines an open edge progression joining v 2 and v 4 , but it 
fails to constitute an arc progression for lack of consistent directions. 

An arc progression in ivhich no arc is repeated is called a palh progression or cycle progression, 
depending on whether it is open or closed. The corresponding set of arcs, without regard to sequencing, is 
called a path or cycle, respectively. If the vertices v u , v,, .... v„ aTe all distinct (in ivhich case the arcs are 
also distinct 1 tht t>ath progression or cycle progression, as well as the corresponding path or cvcle. is said 
to be simple. A directed graph is said to be cyclic 1/ i! contain? at least one cycle, and acyclic otherwise. 
(Note that a loop is a special instance of a cycle.) 

Various matrices may represent incidence relations between the Venice- and edges of a graph and, 
more generally, represent incidence relations between circuits, cut-sets, chains, and the edges associated 
with them. These algebraic representations apply to both directed and undirected graphs. Whether one 
manipulates these matrices or not, they are a convenient way to record the structure of the graph. There is 
,1 close relationship between the incidence, circuit, and cut-set matrices whereby it is possible to obtain a 
basis for a u'ltain vector spate associated with one in terms of a basis associated with the space for 
another." This, for example, facilitates the task of determining all the tut sets of .1 graph o t n - its circuits 
are known Piopernes. of the cut-sets are closely related to the maximal flow through a network. The 
notions o| ,1 tree, its branches, and its chords play an important role ir. the formulation of basic matrices 
for circuits and lot 1 ut-sets. 

In 'he iase of undirected graphs the incidence matrices have entries of 0 and 1 The addition oi 
numbers i, always reduced mod 2. Thus 1 r 1 •= 0 {carry ]), 1 + 0 = 0 -1- 1 = 1. 0 -l 0 - 0. This choice 
of entries indicates whether a property between two elements holds (with entry I) or does not (with entry 
0). Matrices may be added and multiplied as usual, and then the entries of the resulting matrix arc 
recorded mod 2. For directed graphs, we rrav use T - 1 . 0 . since an arc. for example, mav be incident with 
a ver'ex and directed away from the vertex, directed towards it, or not incident with it at all. The mod 2 re
ductions are no longer adequate in this and we must consider matrices with integer-valued entries. In fact, 
thev are more cumbersome to deal with than the mod 2 matrices. However, basically the same kind of 
theory is obtained for the matrices of a directed graph as is obtained in the undirected case. With thp idea 
of a matrix, we associate the concept of a vector space and related theorv involving bases and linear 
combinations, of which we assume the reader has a working knowledge. 

Let &' be a graph having n vertices and in edges. The incidence matrix associated with i J is the n x m 
matrix whose rows ^in^ columns correspond to the vertices and edges, respectively, where each entry a1( is 
1 or 0 depending on whether the jth edge is incident with the ith verteN or not. ixwr a loop, however, every 
coiumn entry is 0. For example, the 2-component graph shown below has the following incidence matrix: 

v 3 

'•l 

0 

e-

1 

e; 

(1 
e 4 

0 

e, 

0 

(1 1 1 0 1! 

(1 it 1 1 0 
1) D 0 1 1 
(1 0 0 0 1 
0 (1 0 0 0 
11 n 0 0 0 

-0 0 0 0 0 

() n 0 0 0 0 
f) 1 0 0 n n 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 I 1 1 
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Some interesting properties of a graph are observed in its incidence matrix. For example, since an 
edge of the graph is incident with exactly two vertices, every column of its incidence matrix contains two 
unit entries. A loop, since it is (twice) incident with a single vertex, is the only exception. Hence its coiumn 
(e,) has zero entries. Thus the incidence matrix gwef no indication of the existence of loops, because one does 
not know whether a zero corresponds to a loop or not. 

The adjacency m a i m ^ 2 1 ~ can be viewed as describing ii there can be flow from node i to node j . 
One-wav flow in a network from node to node is represented by following the above definition; that is, 
for a pair of nodes (i. j) for which flow is allowed from i to j but not from j to i: 

a n = > 
a„ = 0 • 

A reiiclialvlitii mntrbr '"••" contains information on all possible connections between all pairs of 
nodes. The determination of whether any node is reachable from any other node can be made via Boolean 
manipulation of the adjacency matrix. The reachability matrix can be derived Irom the following property: 
connection from k to n element - a k l l , connexion from n to 1 element •• a..,, hence element a k ] is 
composed of two lerms, nku and a,,,, both of which must be nonzero, that is a u = a l n • a,,,. 

Using the Boolean product operation (Boolean AND function) 

a t , --• ,\n • a,,, , where 1 - 1 - 1 
I - 0 - 0 
( 1 - 1 = 0 
( 1 - 0 = 0 . 

In matrix notation."' for a network containing n nodes 

a„, a n„ 

where R. represents the reachabilitv matrix for all those paths which require two steps for all pairs of 
nodes. 

l:or n steps the reachabilitv matrix becomes 

K ' [A|" 

lor the case of reachability for al! sets uf path lengths" (n -- 1 to M) 

R -- \ |Al"' , (Note: there are more efficient algorithms for perfcrming thi ; calculation.) 

where the summation represents the Boolean sum (logical OK) operation. 

1 + 0 = 1 
0 + 1 = 1 
1 + 1 = 1 
0 + 0 = 0 

and R converges to a steadv state value. 

R, = IAI - IAI 
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We now write down the proper cut-sets of the graph below, therefrom forming the cut-set matrix, 
each row of which characterizes one proper cut-set. The minimum cut-sets by inspection are 

K, = le :l 
K, = !e,.e-| 
K", = \eA.e-J 
K = \e^eAx\\ 
K, >= lc-„e-,e,J 
K = lt'.|.e6,e-i 
K- = l<W:l 
and the cut-set matrix is given by 

K, 1 t) 1) 0 0 0 
K. 0 1 n 0 0 1 

K, 0 0 l 0 0 [) 

^ 0 1 l 1 0 0 

K; (1 1 0 1 1 0 
K„ I) 0 l 0 1 1 
K- I) u i) 1 1 1 

Ways of finding the cut-set matrix is an ongoing research effort in mathematics. 
In a connected graph with indexed vertices, a path (properly chain) matrix, P, is cbtai.ied by making 

its rows, Pt, the paths from the first to the last vertex, and fcr its columns the edges of the graph. Hence 
the entries ol the matrix are ! or 0 depending on whether an edge belongs to a given path or not. For 
example, the graph above has the matrix of paths between v, and v, given bv 

e : e, e_; e^ e n e r 

"I n o o o i~ 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 

The graphs manipulated by the reachability technique can be either binary (0 or 1 on edges) or 
weighted {number or symbol on edges). In the case of the weighted graph, the reachability matrix con
tains the identification of the path through the graph. This is shown" below where the paths from Node 1 
to Node 3 are AB + CD. 

v. v» 
CI A 0 C 

0 0 B 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 D 0 

v i *4 

AB + 
v l 0 A CD c 
\s 0 0 B 0 
Vl 0 0 0 0 
V! 0 0 D 0 
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The logical AND operation can he represented in a relatively straightforward fashion. The figure 
below shows the logical AND symbol along with the Boolean equation which it represents. 

C = A • B 

This can be rewritten in adjacency matrix foimat .is. 

A B C 
A B 
B A 
C 

C -= AB T BA •• \B 

where the matrix is read in the ?amc from to manner as before; that is, to gel to C from A requires B. 
The logical OK operation is shown below in adjacency matrix format ns: 

C 
A 
B 
C 

A B C 
] 
] 

C - A + B 

The figure beiow" is a logic network (fault-oriented digraph or fault tree) composed of two AND 
gates and one OR gate 

A 

B 

C 

0 

a AB 

G = C v D 

The individual component logic adjacency matrices for this network are given below. 

I F G E C D G A B ! • 

A B 
B 
r" 

A 
r 
G 
E 

G 
!; 
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These matrices cart be combined into a single adjacency matrix which represents the entire network 

A B C D E F G 
A B 
B A 
C 1 
P 1 
!£ 
1- G 

c } 

The re.u liability procedure ran he applied to this adjacency m.itr:\ !u yield the Boolean logic equation 
for the network. 

Can tvi* reach the ni>de 1: from any combination 01 input no '•_'> a lone ' To answer this question, the 
onlv input nodes which will he considered *<re A, !5, C, and D, with E as the output node. 

l-'rtim the A 1 - A ; matrices2 

t >- |I5G| A T [AG] 15 -•• |i-i C ',- [i-J D 

Hon ever, the equation contain* variabhs other than input variables Substitution for the variables G and 
I" irom the reachability matrix yields 

G = C + D 
)• = AB 
E = [B • CJ A + [A • CJ B + ABC + ABD 
E = ABC >• ABD = AB [C + D) , 

which is the logic expression for (he network. 
Notice that once again we are confronted with a Boolean manipulation problem that grows dramati

cally as the size of the digraph grows. While the mathematics of these techniques has been available for 
man 1, yi\ir c. practical code deve!opme n* is sti!! in the research staee and requires development of the 
state-of-the-art algorithms. 

2.6 Understanding Fault Tree and Reliability Relationships 

2.6.3 Overview 
Fault-tree analysis provides a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the failure characteristics of 

safety systems. The system is modeled as a logic diagram composed of a directed graph with a superim
posed Boolean algebra. The objective of fault-tree construction is to model system conditions that result in 
an undesired top event. This restriction reduces the size of the problem. 

Fault trees have notably been used to analyze physical systems where improved performance 01 
individual components does not degrade the performance of the system as a whole. Such systems are 
called coherent structures. Non-coherence occurs whenever NOT gates are introduced into a fault-tree 
structure. This is most prevalent whenever human decisions play a role in instrument functioning or, more 
generally, whenever subsystems are found to conflict with one anothei. To minimize a Boolean expression 
of a coherent system only the minimal disjunctive normal form is necessary (see Section 2.4). To minimize 
a Boolean expression A a noncoherent system one must find the complete set of prime implicants. 

The objective of this section is to establish a basis for analyzing coherent two-state systems. This nil) 
provide a perspective of the relationship between fault-oriented and success-oriented analyses. 

13 



2.6.2 Coherent Structure Theory 

2.6.2.1 Int roduct ion. This section examines the deterministic structural relationships between a 
two Mate svst rrn and its components. Irt particular, this section is conrcrr>"TJ with systems whose reliabil
ity performance improves when th= reliability of any component improves. Such systems are called 
ij'lwri'nt. Subsections look at structural relationships, such as path-sets, cut-sets, reliability, and impor
tance, in order to analyze the reliability of a system. 

2.6.2.2 System Representat ion 1 4 -"- 2 8 . A binary variable x is a variable that may assume values of zero 
and one only. Such a variable is used to indicate the functioning of a system's components. The state of 
the ith component is given as 

11 if the ith component is functioning 
it) otherwise. 

The vector \ , denoted x, represents the state of n components as 

i - (x, x, x„) . 

The slate of the system is indicated by the binary variable ij> as 

! 1 if the system is functioning 
10 otherwise. 

If the components may be considered to determine the system, then 

ill = <Mx), 

which is called the structure function. ti> is allowed to assume values zero or one. 
In a series system (I'ig. la), the structure function is 

'/'(x) = F i x , = minfx x n ) . 
i i 

A parallel system (Fig. lb) yields 

i)i(x) = I T\, = max(x (,.... x„) 
i i 

The series and parallel characteristics are related through 

U x , = i - n < i - * , ) 

When the value of if>(x) is independent of the ith component, that component is called irrelevant. 
Stated mathematically, component i is irrelevant if 

</>(x 1 x , ) = </J(X , 0„ ..., x n ) , 

or 

,/<(l„ *) = <M0„ x) 

for all possible 2" ' realizations of x. 
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—0 0—...-̂ 0-
(a) <> series structure 

^ ^ 
o 
o 
a 

(b) i> parallel structure 

Figure 1. Structure functions for serial and parallel components. 

A system of components is a coherent structure if #(x) is a nondecreasing function and each compo
nent is relevant. 

Anv coherent structure is bounded by 

f]x s * (x) £ [J %, . 
' I i ! 

which shows that performance of the system is bounded below by a series system and above by a parallel 
system. 

A useful concept for analyzing systems is that of a dual space. For $(x), a dual structure function tfr^x) 
is defined: 

,Ax) = 1 - 0(1 - x) . 

where 1 — x = (1 — x, 1 - x„). 
2.6.2.3 Path-Sets and Cut-Sets. Coherent structures may be represented in either path-set or cut-set 
form. A path-set is defined as a set of components whose functioning ensures the functioning of the 
system. Thus, a path vector x yields #(x) —- 1. A minimum path-set is a path-set which cannot be reduced 
and be a path-set; i.e., there is no subset of a minimum path-set that is a path-set. The binary funct on p.(x) 
is associated with the jth minimal path-set P, as 

15 



This takes the value one, if all the components in the jth minimal path-set runction; if not, the value is 
zero. The svstem will function only if at least one minima! path-set is functioning: 

V \ 

. 1 , i ,.r 

when- N r equals the number of path-sets. 
\ cut-set is a set of components whose failure results in the failure of the system. A cut vector x gives 

<Kx) *• H. The binary (unction k.(x) is associated with the jth minimal cut-set K.: 

k ,W - IJx, , 
i.k 

which has the value zero if all the components of the cut-set fail, and one other vise. When at least one 
complete minimal cut-set fails, r/j(x) equals zero. This situation is represented .rs 

<*(x) -- J~Jk,(x) - Y[ [J". • 

whero N k equals the number of cut-sets. 

2.6.3 Fault Tree and Reliability Spaces and Their Duals 

While reliability analysis is concerned with the f-^r-.cMoning of the system, fault-tree analysis is con 
cerned with svstem failure. Their correspondence is given by 

i I if the ith component is functioning 
lo otherwise. 

The fault tree lop event is 

11 if the system fails 
•l>(1 - x) = I .!>W = 

10 otherwise. 

The dual reliability function is 

,,'>J(X> = I _ 0(1 - X ) , 

the dual fault tree representation 

*^<1 - x) = 1 - *(1 - (1 - x)) 

Simplified as 

4^(1 - x) = 1 - *(x) = 1 - (1 - «*(1 - x)) , 

then 

4^(1 - x) = 1 - ^ (x ) . 

Figure 2 demonstrates these relationships. 
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Dual law-
Dual reliability space 
0 A ( x ) = 1 - 0 ( 1 - x ) 

DeMorgan's Law 

Dual law-

Figure 2. Relationships between fault trees and reliability spaces and their duals. 

Dual space representations are often useful for mathematical manipulation. To demonstrate this 
relationship for fault trees, consider Fig. 3. The fault tree of this directed graph is given in Fig. 4a. 
Construction of the dual fault tree is accomplished by exchanging AND and OR gates to arrive at Fig. 4b. 

figure 2 also reveals the relationship between success-oriented reliability and fault-oriented fault tree 
spaces. An application of DeMorgan's Law on the path-sets of reliability space yields the cut-sets of fault 
tree space. 

To illustrate, write the sum-of-the-products (SOP) Boolean expression for the complete set of minimal 
pafh-sets ol Fig. 3, 

LI' V x , • x 4 
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Path sat = Pfxj, x 2 , x 3 , x 4 

P 1 = rr, T, o, 0) 

P 2 = (0,0, 1, 1) 

Figure 3. Finding the path-sets of a simple directed graph. 

K , = ( 0 1 0 1) 
K j M O l 1 0 ) 
K 3 = (1 0 0 1) 
K 4 = (1 0 1 0) 

00^) 

Figure $a. Cut vectors in fault-tree space K;(xvX2>>i3>x4>. 
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PT = (0 T 0 1) 
P 2 = (0 1 1 0) 
P3 = (1 0 0 1) 

( 1 0 1 0 ) 

Figwc 4b. I*alh vectors in dual fault-tree space P,(x„x 2,xv x4)-

By application of DvMorgan's haw. 

DeMorgaii fiH-!' 1 ~ X,) V | 1 - x , | V | 1 - x^ 

Then 

Dc-Morg.m T T P, =. i 1 - x,}i 1 - x , i V i ] - x,)i 1 - Xjl V i 1 - x , i 1 - x,) V I 1 - x,i( 1 - x 4 ) 
i i 

which is equal to the cut-sets of Fig. 4a. Thus, 

f [ J J i l - x,i = D e M . . r g a n ] j J"[x, . 
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The. following similarit" transform can be formed: 

•Hi) 

i <:>w 

The folln-.viii>; theorem defines a stniclare group. 
Theorer,, (Structure e,roup) The sel 0 - fi, A, '. "I of operators form the Abeli.in firtmp I J, • ) ov t . r J n v 

structure function, f(x). 
^ h i l e this i- .in abstract concept, it is important in illustrating the fundamental mathematical c c i n l l ( v _ 

tion bet\.. t. M 1 success-oriented and fault oriented analysis. It will become important later, in following 
papers, when relationships between cut sets and path-sets and their duals are used in al>»orithm f i of 
various ivocedures. 

2.6.4 Probabili ty 

I'1 ' 'stablishing a probability analysis of a coherent system, we first assume that the components a r e 

statistically independent. Then the probability of state x, of the ith component is 

P(V -= i) „ EX. - p, for i 1 n , 

where l-.\i is the expected value of the random variabl? X,, and p, is the reliability o. the ith component. 
The reliabiliiv of the system is 

h -- pW(X) = 1) - l i^X) . 

B\ assur nj nj> th,it the components are statistically independent, the system reliability function is gi'. '6 n a s a 

function „f components' reliabilitv: 

h -- h(p) _ 

where 

P " (P-- ..- P„) -

Then 

h(p) - 1-.WX) -- E u n^=E n iix-

^ 3n example, consider Fig. 3: 

h(p) = ^[X,X,VX,X,] . 

h(p) = U,\, - EX. - EX., • EX4 - EX| • E \ , • EX, . EX. . 

or 

h(p) = fS, • p ; ~ p , • p 4 - p, • p , • p ; P; 
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In general, a basic event may appear in more than one minimal path-set (or cut-set); sf 50, the 
probabilitv of each path-set (cut-set) is not statistically independent. The following boundary criterior. is 
then used: 

V V 

1 j »k . 1 »r. 

The right-hand side of the above equation may be further simplified b> a first-order expression of the full 
expression, yielding 

l t ( p ) £ V | ~ | p ( x , ) 
1 ii.l',. 

2.6.S Importance Analysis 
The arrangement of components within a system determines the importance of certain components. 

i ;or example, a component in series can be expected to play a more important role than one placed in 
parallel. When the state of the ith component determines if the svstem functions or fails. :: is called a 
critical component, described by 

0(1 , X) 0(11.. X) - 1 . 

On the other hand, when the ith component is given by 

<MI, •') - * ( a . x) , 

then ii has no effect on the system. 
A critical path-set, c,(l,. x), is designated to account for critical components The total number of 

critical path-vectors for component (i) is 

N(i) = V . ,̂1 l i ; x) - .6(0,. xi J 

A measure for the structural importance of the ith component is 

I„(i) = — - N„(i) 
2" ' 

By finding and comparing ^.(i) for each i, it is possible to develop an ordering of the importance of 
components. 

Reliability importance is another measure which takes into uccount component reliability in addition 
to system structure. This importance of a component can be measured by the rate it which its reliability 
increases the reliability of the system. Then 

l h(i) = ^ « h(l„ p) - h(0„ p) , 

where l,,(i) is the reliability importance of the ith component, and 

l„(i) = G|*(l„ X) - «*<0„ X)] . 
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The rel;ahiii;\ importance evaluates the effect of an improvement in component reliability on svstem 
reliability by 

dh y rVh <>'?. 
dt —-tip in 

where t is time 

Similarly, 'or fault trees, 

i. t.i) - . 
rtp. 

and 

dh _ Y -V,i r'p 
dt —|/'p in 

holds. 

2.6.6 Summary 

The conclusion to be drawn from this section is the mathematical equivalence relationship of 
fault-oriented analysis and success oriented analysis when both are carried out on the same graph (or 
system model). However, "success" tends to be associated with the efficiency of a system, the amount of 
output, the degree of usefulness, and production and marketing features. These characteristics are describ-
able by continuous variables which are not easily modeled in terms of simple discrete events, such as 
"valve does not open," which characterizes the failure space. (Partial failures, e.g., a valve opens partially, 
are also difficult events to mode! because of their continuous possibilities.) Thus, the event "failure" is 
generally easy to define, whereas the even! "success" may be much more difficult to tie down. Therefoie, 
Ihe use of failure space in analysis is much more valuable than the use of success space. 

Thus, purely from a practical point of view, the s u e of the population in failure space is less than the 
si/e cf the population in success space. In analysis, therefore, ii is generally more efficient to make 
calculations on the basis of failure space. Actually, all that is necessary is to show that the analyst who 
considers failure space can get his job done. This has, indeed, been shown m.iny times in the past. The 
drawing ot tree diagrams for a complex system is an expensive and time-consuming operation. When 
failures are considered, ii may he necessary to construct only one or two system models, such as fault 
trees which cover all the significant failure modes. When successes are considered, it may become neces
sary i.. lonstruct several hundred system models covering various definitions of success. A good example 
of the parsimony ot events characteristic of failure space is the analysis far the Minutemar. missile. Only 
three fault treys were drawn, corresponding to the three undesired events—inadvertent programmed 
launch, accidental motor ignition, and fault launch. It was found that careful analysis of just these three 
events involved a complete overview of the whole complex system. 1 ' 

/.' is w'.po'ttinl to um1er*tant1 that o fault tree fs t:ot a model for all possiNe si/sri'?H failures of all possible 
uJievp ol sintcm imlurc. A fault tree if tailored to its top event, whieh correspond* lo some particular system 
failure mode. The fault tree thus includes only those faults that contribute to this top event. Moreover, 
these faults are not the only possible ones—they cover only the most credible faults as assessed by the 
analyst. 



3.0 Outline of Systems Interaction Identification Approaches 

3.1 Overview 

Often several branches of mathematics can be brought together in various ways to achieve a specified 
goal. The sketch of several mathematical branches presented in Section 2 will now be used as a back
ground reference for several different approaches toward the identification of systems interactions. 

hirst, Section 3.2 presents well-established variations of event-tree fault-tree methods. Then Section 
3 3 provides two preliminary outlines of viable approaches that identify systems interactions through the 
use of success-oriented digraph-matrix techniques. 

3.2 Fault T r e e A p p r o a c h e s 

3.2.1 Reactor Safely Study Approach 

Fault-trw analysis is a deductive fail -ire analysis which focuses on one particular undesired event and 
wlv h provides a method fcr determining causes of that event. 

Fo- a g h e n accident sequence in the event tree, each system failure requires a fault tree. Event trees 
id ntify sys' , . .: interrelationships involving various combinations of system smcess and failure, control 
system interrelationships, etc. The use of such event trees permits the fault trees to be constructed with 
greater attention to ' i e applicability of the tree to its planned use and to the idequate treatment of 
potential common cause failures. 1 . 

An event tree begins with an initiating event, and as the tree is developed it defines the possible 
outcomes of this event These outcomes are determined by all the physically possible permutations en
compassed bv the successful operation or failure of all the applicable nuclear power plant systems that can 
cope with the effects of the initiating event. The event tree restricts the common-cause analvsis to those 
combinations of subsystems pertinent to system failure. 

However, an event tree containing all mathematically possible permutations would be far too large to 
use in conducting an effective common-cause analysis. Therefore, the reduction of event trees is of great 
importance i:. the handling of common-cause failures and in ensuring the ability of the methodology to 
logically decrease the scope of the analysis to a tractable size.'" 

Qualitative reduction involves the elimination of physically meaningless sequences from the math
ematically complete trees. For example, in those sequences involving core melt, choices concerning the 
success or failure of the reactor vessel are logically eliminated, since it is assumed that the vessel will 
surely fail. 

Because each initiating event produces an event tree with manv accident sequences, a large number 
of sequences survives the reduction process. These sequences can be grouped with each sequence in a 
group receiving identical common-cause analysis treatment. 

In the Reactor Safety Study (RSS),"' common-cause failures were incorporated into the fault-tree 
construction in five ways: 

(1) The fault trees were constructed to meet the criteria of the systems in the event trees; the fault 
trees were therefore conditional. For example, if an accident sequence indicated a severe environment, the 
system fault tree included the results presented bv that environment. 

(2) The fault trees identified components that were common to mu'hple systems figuring in an 
accident sequence. The detection of commonality was possible because the consistent "component type" 
and "component identifier" make-up a unique code for each component. 

(3) Each fauit tree was developed to an extremely detailed component level in order to locate single 
component failures and potential common-cause failures deep vvllhiti the system. 

(4) Certain human failures were explicitly included in the fault trees. 
(5) Test -,nd maintenance considerations were included in the fault tree. 
The study resulted in the following observations: 
(1) The analyses should be developed to a level of resolution of components where failure data are 

generally available. In some cases, deeper analysis was required solely to determine the logical relation
ship or to ensure independence between various inputs to a component. 
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(2) When a subtree was found to he independent of other parts of the overall fault tree it was treated 
as a type of component. 

To analvze sequences, the fault trees of all the system failures in the sequence were combined 
("ANDed" together). The Boolean analysis of the combined fault trees then extracted the common compo
nents and common events. This process identified single failures that could cause failure of multiple 
systems. 

The ground work for this step was laid earlier in the construction of the fault trees. When an event 
recurred, it was given the s a n e code name (eight-character event identification) so that commonalities 
would be obvious. When he was in doubt about the independence of given events, or about whether the 
events were identical, the analyst coded the events identically. If later Boolean analysis indicated that 
these events were significant, further investigation was conducted. 

To summarize, systems interaction analysis could be an expansion of probabilistic risk assessment 
analysis, using the same tools but with more emphasis on dependent failures, including more support 
system analysis, shared environmental conditions, and dynamic human error. 

3.2.2 Generic-cause Approach 

This approach (see Kef, 24) differs from most lummon-cause analysis methods because it deals 
directly with minimal cut sets instead of adding secondary failures to the logic model. Thus, only compo
nent failures which result in system failure are considered. Partial system degradation is excluded from 
the analysis. This exclusion significantly reduces the complexity of the analysis. Two additional important 
aspects of the technique are the use of generic causes, and the handling o( component location and barrier 
information. 

Integral parts of the method are the tables of generic causes. An example of a generic cause is 
"impact". Organization of these generic causes into general categories also increases the efficiency of the 
analyst and use of the computer. 

Each basic event is analyzed for susceptibility to generic causes resulting from environment, manu
facturer, installation, etc. When a susceptibility to a given generic cause is common to all minimal cut-set 
members, and the location of the minimal cut-set components offers no protection from the common 
cause noted, the minimal cut-cet is called a Common Cause Candidate (CCC). If the cut s^t fulfills the 
common cause and location criteria, ii "shares a common location." 

3.2.3 Min imum Cut-set Approach 

Very often, common-cause failure analvsis is implemented by adding secondary failures to the logic 
model. Thus complex logic models, which are already taxing the capacity of present fault-tree computer 
programs, become more complex. To avoid this complexity, snly the fault-tree minimal cut-sets are 
examined in this approach; secondary events are not added to the fault tree. It is, after all. the occurrence 
of the events in a minimal cut-set that causes the TOP event to occur. 

By limiting the study to the fault-tree minim.-.l cut-sets, the analysis for common causes becomes 
tractable because: no additional basic events need to be added to the logic model, no additional minimal 
cu t se t s result, analvsis for common causes becomes an option that can be exercised, without preplanning, 
after ether tvpes of analyses are complete, and because compute:-aided analvsis can be used advanta 
gcouslv.^ 

The number of possible sources of secondary failure of a component is indefinite, limited only by the 
analvst's knowledge and ability to conceive undesirable situations. 

Other more complete descriptions of various other dependency analyses for systems interaction 
identificaton and evaluation can be found ; n Refs. 6, 7, 14, 15, and 24. 

3.2.4 Digraph/Faul t - t ree Approach 

The digraph/fault-tree method is based on a directed graph (digraph) and construction of a fault tree. 
This improved version of fault tree construction is particularly useful for control and instrumentation 
systems. 

The first step in the procedure is the formulation of a general schematic for system modeling. In
formation from piping and instrumentation diagrams, the physical plant layout, and related procedures 
are used to formulate the schematic. The general schematic delineates the unit model digraphs needed to 
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model the system and the overall system interactions. The unit models include models of utilities, envi
ronmental conditions, human actions, process equipment, and procedures. 

Jit the second step, unit model digraphs, the basic building blocks of the procedure, are generated. 
Digraphs are functional cause-and-effect models that describe the relationships among various system 
variables and the conditions that are necessary for these relationships to exist. In addition, digraphs can 
show events, such as accident initiator actions, that may nullify or change the relationships among vari
ables. Digraphs are useful because they are multivalued network models and can readily model the 
dynamics of the relationships among variables. The advantage of generating unit model digraphs is that 
separate analyses can be performed on system components without performing an entire systems analy
sis. These unit models are analogous to minifault trees. 

The third step is the generation of the system digraph, which is constructed from the unit model 
digraphs, for a selected top event variable. (The top event is the event being modeled.) The system 
digraph is obtained by following in detail the cause-and-effect information flow outlined in the general 
system schematic. The system is modeled as a control system designed to uiumer adverse actions. All 
potential ways in which the system can respond to prevent an accident initiator are model* I in terms of 
"cancellation loops" on the system digraph. These loops are similar to the negative feedback and negative 
feedforward loops designed to cancel disturbances in process variables. 

In the fourth step the system fault tree is generated from the system digraph by .neans of a transfor
mation algorithm. The top event in the fault tree corresponds to a disturbance in the top event variable of 
the system digraph. The lo| event variable for assessment is TOP. defined bv 

_ I - 1 il failure of system occur--, 
1(1 otherwise. 

A zero value for a variable on (he system digraph corresponds to a trm* or expected value. Hence, any 
other value corresponds to a deviation or disturbance. The top event in the svstem fault tree for the 
assessment is TOP *= + 1 . For a disturbance in the top event variable to exist (that is, TOP = + l ) a l l loops 
in the system digraph that model the corrective actions of the system must fail. Thus, in order for svstem 
failure to occur, all protective function loops must fail. 

To find the combinations of cancellation loops that must fail, we generate a fault tree from the system 
digraph by means of a transformation algorithm. The algorithm creates an AND logic gate in the fault tree 
for each cancellation loop that can fail. 

Control loops in the system digraph are classified according to their response range and dynamics 
prior to application of the transformation algorithm. The corrective actions of loops that are too weak or 
too slow results in the automatic failure of these loops. The advantage of this prior loop classification is 
efficiency. One need no' consider all the combinations of events listed above that can fail these loops. 

H. Lambert" discusses the details of the digraph fault-tree and methodology. 
The qualitative analysis of the fault tree provides much valuable information without using numerical 

data. It includes performing Boolean manipulations of the basic events, generating the adversary event 
sets, structurally ranking the basic events, determining the collusion requirements, and evaluating the 
effect of power loss on the material control system. 

A structural ranking of the basic events in the event sets helps to identify important basic events for 
furthei analysis. This type of raking is a function of the number of -.-vent sets in which a basic event 
appears and the relative length of those event sets. 

The computer codes Fault Tree Analysis Program (FTAP) and the Set Equation Transformation Sys
tem (Sin S), designed to generate and handle numerous, high-order minimal cut sets, are used to perform 
the qualitative analysis. 

3.3 D i g r a p h - M a t r i x A p p r o a c h e s 

3.3.1 Path-sel Approach 
While the mathematics of using path-set approaches has been available for many years, practical 

code development is still in the research stage and the following approaches require development of the 
state-of-the-art algorithms. 
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The first digraph-matrix approach that we present could be called the path-set approach. It is in
tended to represent a more mathematically complete examination of all system failures than the usual 
event-tree fault-tree methods. The completeness relies less on the analyst and more on computational 
abilities. Its very completeness, however, leads to computational limitations restricting the size of the 
system it can address. This makes it more useful as an NRC review tool. 

Basically, this approach (see Table 3) would start with a traditional event tree to identify accident 
sequences. Then, instead of fault-tree analysis of the systems in the accident sequence, a success-oriented 
analysis of the accident sequence is conducted This step can be characterized as modeling the system in a 
reliability logic diagram form (see Section 2.6) consisting of a directed grjph with a superimposed Bool
ean logic. A special effort would be made to include necessary support systems and shared environmental 
conditions as pari of the digraph. In addition, human actions would be included as nodes in the digraph. 
The intention is to generate a Boolean expression modeling the system's successful performance. 

The raw data of the system information comes in the form of adjacency matrices (see Section 2.5) 
representing the •iliysical connectivity of the digraph (including the Boolean connections). A reachability 
code (PATH or CI.AMOK) then generates all paths necessary for system funtioning. Next, a Boolean 
manipulation code, such as the fault tree code (HAP or SETS, see Section 2.4). generates the sol of 
minimum paf'-sets (see Section 2.6). The minimum path-sets represent a Boolean expression in reduced 
"sum of producis" form. Now the complete set of minimum cut-sets of the syslem can be found by 
application of DeMorgan's Law to the set of minimum path-sets. (This was demonstrated in Section 2.6.) 

Next it is necessary to discriminate between minimum cut sets that lead to complete system failure 
from those thai lead to partial failure The minimum cut-sets corresponding to complete system failure are 
then used in the usual accident sequence evaluation methods. This evaluation would include a qualitative 
importance ranking, a quantitative probability evaluation, and perhaps a sensitivity analysis 

3.3.2 Partitioned Digraph-Matrix Approach 
In Section 2 6.3, we presented the equivalence relationship between success-oriented (path-set) ex

pressions and failure oriented (cut-set) expressions for a uniquely specified graph which modeled a sys
tem (See Rcf. 2 for detailed isomorphic relationships.) However, in Section 2.6.6 we explained that a fault 
tree constructed for a system with a specified top box considers only a limited number of all possible 
failure modes, and that then the fault-tree analysis represents a subset of a success-oriented analysis. 

In Section 2.4.2, we discussed and illustrated the analytic complexities of minimizing a Boolean 
expression that n uld result from either a fault tree or a success-oriented analysis. We stated that even a 
third-generation computer (such as CDC 7600) using Nelson's algorithm (double complementation) to 
find the complete set of prime implicants (minimum cut-sets of a non-coherent system) was limited in the 
si/e of expression that il could minimize This limitation has always beet, the reason for preferring 
fault-oriented analysis for large and complexly modeled systems. Indeed, it was this limitation which 
restricted PRA to construct fault trees only to the safety-grade system level and not to include support 
s\stems, shared environmental conditions, and dynamic human error. 

Unfortunately, recent reactor accidents have demonstrated that the safety-grade system level of mod
eling does not adequately represent the risk involved. In Section 3.2, v.-e discussed risk assessment alter
ations that evpand and enhance the PRA approach without exceeding available computer limitations. 

Table 3. Overview of path-scl approach. 

Step 1 Traditional event-tree analysis. Output: accident sequence at system*. 

Step 2. Digraph model nf each accident sequence, including Mnnlcan connectivity between nodes. Digraph includes 
success-oriented nwdes. 

Step 3. Cotistiucl adjacency matrices including lioolean connectivity from the digraph model. 
Slep J. Run reachability code t l 'ATI I or SQL'I:AK or C L A M O R I to generate all success path-sels. 
Step 5. Kun llonleau manipulation code (l-TAI*, Fh'TS, SQUEAK, elc.J to find complete set of min imum path-sets. 
Step 6. Apply DeMorftan's Law lo f ind complete set of min imum cut-sets. 

Step 7. tealuate which min imum cut-sels lead to complete failure of system as opposed to system degradation. 

Step 8. Cont inue wi th traditional -accident sequence evaluation methods. 



While such approaches seem adequate to redress the systems interaction problem, they have been criti
cized for incompleteness. That is, the fault tree analysis requires an analyst to flawlessly use deductive 
reasoning as he works backwards horn the top box to the basic events. There is not an explicit mathemati
cal algorithm that will result in a uniquely correct fault tree. Indeed, there is often significant variation 
between analysts over a system. For this reason, it would be preferable to use a success-oriented method. 
In Section 2.5, we demonstrated how once a representative digmph of the system was constructed, a 
unique minimum path-set solution (and therefore an unique minimum cut-set solution) is found by using 
adjacency matrices, reachability matrices and Boolean minimization. Nevertheless, in Section 3.3.1, when 
we outlined this approach, we realized that even with present day fourth-generation computers (such as 
CRAY-l) the combinatorics of a success-oriented analysis would face severe computer limitation m the 
Boolean minimization of the model. 

There is an alternative however. If we could partition the system digraph model into separable 
(independent) subgraphs*, then the matrix and Boolean manipulations could be solved piecemeal. Cor
rectly partitioning the digraph, or using unit models, ivhile offering computational savings, puts a greater 
burden on the analyst. Deciding on the independence of the subgraph also becomes an issue. 

The Partitioned Digraph-Matrix Approach starts (see Table 4) with a traditional event tree to identify 
accident sequences. Then a success-oriented digraph model o<" the accident sequence is constructed. Spe
cial effort is to be made to include necessary support system, environmental conditions, and human 
actions within the digraph model. Next, the digraph is partitioned into independent subgraphs and the 
analyst is required to store information on the subgraphs' interconnectivity (see Sectioi. 2.5). The proce
dure now follows the path-set approach, but analyzes each subgraph rather than each digraph. 

Adjacency matrices (see Section 2.5) of the subgraphs are constructed. The Boolean relationships are 
included within the subgraph. Step 4 (see Table 4), then requires running a reachability code, such as 
CLAMOR or PATH, to generate all success path-sets for each subgraph. A Boolean manipulation code. 
such as 1'TAP or SHTS. is used next to find the complete set of minimum path-sets oi each subgraph. 
Finally, an application of DeMorgan's Law provides the complete set of minimum cut-sets of each 
subgraph. 

The burden of composing the minimum cut-sets of all subgraphs into the minimum cut-sets of the 
original digraph now rests with the analyst. 

The last two steps are repeats of the path-set approach which evaluate the minimum cut-sets and the 
accident sequences. This includes discriminating between minimum cut-sets that lead to complete and 
partial failure, and finally using qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the minimum cut-sets. 

\ vvmu'i lit! >;r,iph '. i- -ri'icif'tf, at ttu-rv i-vM-. ,1 Mihgraph g in i' such that g' (1 he (( implement "I j ; m U\ .ind *; have «uiK <»ne \ e r 
d-\ lit *i>rtin>cn 

Table 4. Overview of partitioned digraph-matrix approach. 
Step 1. Traditional event-tree analysis Output: accident sequences of systems. 
Step 2. l>igraph model of each accident sequence, including Boclean connectivity between nodes. Digraph includes 

success-oriented nudes. Digraph includes support systems, shared environmental conditions, and human error. 
Step 3a. decompose digraph into independent subgraphs and require analyst to keep track of connectivity between 

subgraphs. 
Siep .lb. Construct subgraph adjacency matrices including Boolean connectivity from subgraph model. 
Step J. itun reachability code <PATH OK SQUEAK or CLAMOR! te generate all success path-sets for each subgraph. 
Step S. Itun Boolean manipulation cade (rTAP, StTS, SQUfcAK etc.) to find complete set uf minimum path-sets of 

subgraphs. 
Step b. Apply PeMorgan's Law to find complete sfet of minimum eul-sets of subgraphs. 
Step 7. Analvst compose subgraph minimum cut-s.*ls into complete digraph minimum cut-sets. 
Step S. Evaluate which minimum cut-sets lead to complete failure of system as opposed to system degradation. 
Step 9. Continue with traditional accident sequence evaluation, using IMPORTANCE: for qualitative analysis and prob

ability for quantitative analysis. 
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4.0 Conclusion 

Recent events such as Three Mile island-2, Brown's Ferry-3 and Crystal River-3 have demonst> a t e d 
that compi L . x accidents can occur as a result of dependent (common-cause/mode) failures. Events of that 
type are now being called Systems Interactions. NJRC is developing a procedure for identifying and 
evaluating systems interactions. Several national laboratories and utilities have contributed preliminary 
procedure^. Several different viewpoints have emerged. 

In th i s report, we have reviewed some fundamental mathematical background of both fault-orie n t e d 
and succe-ss-orenled r j s k analyses This review has provided insight into some significant trade-off s 0 f 
each type 0 f analysis. For example, there are computer limitations in minimizing the Boolean e x p r e $ s j o n 

which represents the system model. Such limitation exist for both fault-oriented and success-orie,i ted 
analyses. However, in the past, the success-oriented combinatorical considerations have led to rjiore 
severe computer limitations, and therefore restricted it to analysis of problems smaller than those that 
faul toriet , t o c | analysis can deal with. Fault-oriented analysis now has a large number of trained analysts 
and readily available supporting computer codes, adding to its attractiveness. 

On tl-|t. other hand, fault-orienteJ analysis requires the analyst to flawlessly use deductive r e a s o m n „ 
as he ivo r k s down from the lop event of a fault tree without an explicitly unique algorithm. J h e 
.V/tf^y^^v^n^vtjtftunVniicti^ r'Afwyfo*", . vasts."e"<apcyaW v̂? •Ip.additisw, ,M^>iAhV^*ajAdws» ;^Jtoro,^yrfV/<7,w 

in <i c o n t i l l u o u s rather than two-stale fashion, which makes it particularly valuable to analyze control 
systems. (An exception to this is the digraph fault-tree approach discussed in Section 3.2.4.) With ( u e 

availability 0 f fourth-generation computers (such as CRAY-1) and the possibility of partitioning digr<,p n s 

into dependent subgraphs (or unit models) the computer limitations of success-oriented approaches c a n 

become comparable to fault-oriented computer limitations. We summarize the comparison of these ap
proaches i n Table 5. 

Table 5. Comparison of fauH-tree and digraph-matrix approaches. 

Advantages Oisad vantages 

l-aull-tree « Kestricts the size of the analysis to be • Requires analyst to work deductively wjtj,. 
approaches manageable amount bv focusing on only- the out a unique algorithm. 

fau.IS of most concern. • Analyzes only selected top-box fault. 
• Compuler codes and trained personnel * Size of fault tree is limited to computer 
available in industry. abilities. 
• Can use importance analvsis lo find quali
tative information about critical dependencies. 

Die,raph-niatrjx « Analyzes all modes nf system success and is * Itecjtnres state-of-the-art algorithm 
approaches j n ( | ,j s s t . n s e more complete than faull-tree development. 

analysis, and is more flexible lo address con- o Few computer codes and few trained 
trol svstvms. personnel. 
• Once a logic diagram model of the system • Size of matrix is limited to computer 
is complete, a unique algorithm is used lo find abilities. 
all cut-sets. 
• Can use culling techniques to find qualita
tive information about critical dependencies. 
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